Study of Stannous-Cerium Oxide Nanocomposites as Nanofilm, Nanodot and Nanorod
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ABSTRACT

In the present paper, main emphasis is given to synthesize the Stannous-Cerium oxide nanocomposites in nanofilms, nanodots and nanorods by Chemical bath method, Chemical drop method and Chemical rolling Method. These nanocomposite materials are synthesized on a glass substrate at 100 °C temperature. Crystallography investigation of these materials is done by X-ray diffraction (XRD) which reveals that average grain size is 58.9 nm and 62.3 nm for nanofilms and nanodots on glass substrate respectively whereas XRD diffraction for nanorod on glass substrate reveals that material is amorphous in nature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cerium oxide films have high transparency in the visible and near IR region. It absorbs UV radiations highly efficiently. Cerium is far more abundant in the upper crust, 64 ppm, than any other rare earth elements. Cerium oxide is an excellent semiconducting material with a wide band gap. Cerium oxide has a high dielectric constant. It is also viewed as a prospective material for future microelectronic applications. CeO₂ can replace silicon dioxide in electronic appliances. Cerium oxide is used significantly by the glass industry as an efficient polishing agent for most glass compositions and also to prevent the colorization of glass [1-4]. Among other oxide materials, studies of stannous oxide thin films have attained significance because of their increasing use in photovoltaic devices. The dominant use of stannous oxide is as a precursor in manufacturing of other, typically divalent, tin compounds or salts. Tin (II) Oxide (Stannous Oxide) have typical applications in pigments, electronic ceramics, capacitors, special refractory’s, conductive coatings, chemicals and lens polishing [5-11].
The study of nanocomposites of stannous-cerium oxide is done for the first time. This rapidly expanding field is generating many exciting new materials with novel properties. Experimental work has generally shown that virtually all types and classes of nanocomposite materials lead to new and improved properties, when compared to their macrocomposite counterparts. Therefore, nanocomposites promise new applications in many fields such as mechanically-reinforced lightweight components, non-linear optics, battery cathodes and ionics, nanowires, sensors and other systems.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL

2.1 Material

Stannous chloride and cerium chloride are used for the synthesis of desired nanocomposites. Stannous chloride of analytical grade (M.W. 225.63) is purchased from Ranbaxy and Cerium chloride of analytical grade (MW = 372.58 ) is purchased from Himedia. For the preparation of mixture solution, deionized water was used.

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Chemical Bath Deposition Technique:

The substrate (glass slide) is immersed in the precursor of coating material at a constant speed. The thin layer deposits itself on the substrate while it is drawn upward. The speed determines the thickness of the coating material i.e. faster withdrawal gives thicker coating material. After withdrawing the substrate from precursor, it is kept in oven at 60 °C. The solvent evaporates from the liquid, forming the thin layer.

2.2.2 Chemical Drop Method

The same way is followed for preparing a precursor of coating material. Then a drop is made to fall on a ultrasonicated glass substrate with the help of dropper. After that, substrate is kept in oven at 60 °C, so that the solvent evaporates from the liquid, forming the nanodot.

2.2.3 Chemical Rolling Method

In this method, an ultrasonicated glass rod is immersed in a precursor of coating material. The immersed rod is rolled over a substrate i.e. glass slide. For drying process, substrate is kept in oven at 60 °C.

3. RESULTS

3.1 X-Ray Diffraction

XRD pattern of Stannous Cerium Oxide nanofilm on glass substrate is shown in Fig. 1(a). The particle size of as prepared samples were found using Scherrer formula

\[ D = \frac{0.9\lambda}{\beta\cos\theta} \]  

where \( d \) = average crystalline size, \( \beta \) is full width at half maxima (FWHM), \( \theta \) is the Bragg angle, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of Cu Kα in radians. The particle size comes out to be 58.9 nm.
Fig. 1(a). XRD pattern of Stannous Cerium Oxide nanofilm on glass substrate.

Fig. 1(b). XRD pattern of Stannous Cerium Oxide nanodot on glass substrate.
XRD pattern of Stannous–Cerium Oxide nanodot on glass substrate is shown in Fig 1(b). The crystalline size comes out to be 62.3 nm. XRD pattern of Stannous–Cerium Oxide nanorod on glass substrate is shown in Fig. 1(c). It is amorphous in nature [12-17].

3.2. Visible spectroscopy

A convenient method of characterizing the nanomaterial is UV/VIS absorption spectroscopy. Nanofilm, Nanodot and Nanorod of Stannous–Cerium Oxide on glass substrate have absorption edge towards shorter wavelength.

This blue shift is taken as indication of presence of nanocrystals [18-20]. VIS spectra of nanofilm is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the visible region, transmission increases linearly. VIS spectra of nanodot is shown in Fig. 2(b).

In the visible region, transmission increases and there is small peak at 450 nm and then there is a sharp peak at 500 nm and then transmission decreases up to 560 nm and then it sharply rises again.

VIS spectra of nanorod is shown in Fig. 2(c). In the visible region, transmission increases linearly just like VIS spectra of nanofilm.
**Fig. 2(a).** VIS spectra of Stannous Cerium Oxide nanofilm on glass substrate.

**Fig. 2(b).** VIS spectra of Stannous Cerium Oxide nanodot on glass substrate.
3.3. Scanning electron microscope

SEM image of Stannous-Cerium oxide nanofilm on glass substrate is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

SEM image of Stannous-Cerium oxide nanofilm on glass substrate have crystallites having uniform grain size.

SEM image of Stannous-Cerium oxide nanodots on glass substrate is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The surface of the film is homogeneous and uniformly spread. It is devoid of cracks and pores.

SEM image of Stannous-Cerium oxide nanorods on glass substrate is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

It is shown that the surface of Stannous-Cerium Oxide nanorod on glass substrate prepared by sol gel method is smoother and clear [21-23].
Fig. 3. SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanofilm at magnification 40,000x.

Fig. 4. SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanofilm at magnification 5000x.
**Fig. 5.** SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanodot at magnification 10,000x.

**Fig. 6.** SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanodot at magnification 40,000x.
Fig. 7. SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanorod at magnification 5000x.

Fig. 8. SEM of synthesized Stannous-Cerium oxide nanorod at magnification 20,000x.
3. 4. Ellipsometry data

The thickness of the film is calculated using Ellipsometer. The thickness of the nanofilm on glass substrate comes out to be 243 nm (Error: ±2.5 nm). The thickness of the nanodot on glass substrate comes out to be 3080 nm (Error: ±5.3 nm). The thickness of the nanorod on glass substrate comes out to be 883.4 nm (Error: ±3.7 nm).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Thin films of Stannous-cerium oxide nanomaterials is prepared on glass substrate by Chemical Bath Method. The structural and optical properties of the prepared Stannous-Cerium oxide thin film on glass substrate have been confirmed using SEM, XRD and VIS spectroscopy. The thickness of the Stannous-Cerium oxide nanodot on glass substrate comes out to be 3080 nm (Error: ±5.3 nm), of nanofilm on glass substrate comes out to be 243 nm (Error: ±2.5 nm) and of nanorod on glass substrate is equal to 883.4 nm (Error: ±3.7 nm). It is observed that the average crystalline size of Stannous-Cerium oxide nanofilm on substrate comes out to be 58.9 nm and Stannous-Cerium oxide nanodots on glass substrate comes out to be 62.3 nm. Stannous-Cerium oxide nanorods on glass substrate is amorphous in nature. All samples of nanofilm, nanodot and nanorod shows sharp absorption edges in the visible region and these absorption edges slightly shifted to shorter wavelengths (blue shift).
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